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Key Findings  

Food and the servery 

Several residents have spoken to the IPM team about the food, most notably complaining that it is 
cold. This has been raised with the prison management team, and we are pleased to note the 
progress that has been made across the halls, whilst acknowledging there is still some work to be 
done.  

Facilities services are ensuring all residents and staff are trained and know what is expected. New 
notices should be on the pantry doors saying when they will be accessible and when they will be 
locked.  

Purposeful activity and time out of cell 

The IPM team remain concerned that too many residents do not appear to be fully engaged in any 
purposeful activity, with lots of residents remaining on the halls, while the number of people at 
education appears low. This is also a priority of the prison management team, and they are taking 
action in both the short and long term to bring about changes to the offer being made to residents.  

Complaints 

Residents from across the halls have talked to us about problems getting responses to complaints. 
This has been raised with the prison management. Responses to complaints is now an agenda 
item on the daily management meeting. Hard copies of the complaints are passed to house block 
managers. This should ensure a very robust system. Complaints about property have fallen by 
50% during the reporting period.  

Updates and Actions: 

Thank you to everyone who took part in the recent survey. We are currently analysing the 
responses and will let you know of any changes that we make. In the meantime the IPMs will 
continue to take a more proactive approach to monitoring. They will aim to look at the experiences 
of prisoners entering and leaving custody as well as continuing to monitor the areas outlined 
above.  

 

IPM Focus in the Next Quarter 

In the next quarter IPMs will try to focus their monitoring and observations on:  

 Transitions to the community and release from custody 

 The prison regime 
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